“Histoire du Soldat” should be “read, played and danced,” wrote its composer, Stravinsky, and its author, Charles-Ferdinand Ramuz, when the work was first performed in Lausanne, Switzerland, in 1918. And although the piece is often presented as a musical suite, those instructions have frequently been taken to heart. With its crisp narrative — a soldier sells his violin (and thus his soul) to the Devil, fights to win it back, but ultimately loses it again — its dance-rich, jazz-influenced melodies; and its dramatic text, “Soldat” (“The Soldier's Tale”) offers abundant collaborative possibilities.
It has been taken up by all sorts of musical, theatrical and choreographic luminaries (John Cage once played the Devil, making a lot of noise, according to Elliott Carter, who was playing the narrator, alongside Aaron Copland as the Soldier. And in a one-night-only production at the Galapagos Art Space in Dumbo, Brooklyn, on Wednesday night, the conductor Ransom Wilson introduced his new ensemble, Le Train Bleu, in a version of the piece choreographed by Lar Lubovitch and shaped by a dramaturge, A. Scott Parry.

It was a riveting hour and a brilliant setting for “Soldat,” perfectly suited to the jazz-ensemble feel of the six-member group of musicians, even though Mr. Lubovitch had only half a small stage to work with. Aside from that handicap, the choreographer also has a tough task because the text (here a colloquial English translation from the French by Michael Flanders and Kitty Black) is so dramatic as to make danced exposition seem vaguely superfluous.

Mr. Lubovitch occasionally falls into that trap, but for the most part, he finds ingenious ways to deploy the limited space, deepening our sense of the music’s spare yet rhythmically complex instrumentation, and suggesting facets of the Soldier’s character that aren’t overtly present in the text.

At the start his Soldier (Reid Bartelme) enters to a brisk, military beat, with exaggerated, falling-forward marching steps. But once his soldierly identity is established, Mr. Lubovitch gives the steps a rag-doll, floppy-legged quality that suggests the character’s vulnerability to the temptation that the Devil (Attila Joey Csiki) will offer in the form of a book that has the secret to wealth.

That puppetlike movement is reminiscent of the Fokine-Stravinsky ballet “Petrushka,” as is the propulsive folk-dance violin solos, played with wonderful vividness and accentuation by Tim Fain. (The percussive emphasis of “Soldat” also frequently recalls “Petrushka”: the Devil, like the Moor in that ballet, gets a dance to a drumming beat.)

Under Mr. Wilson’s baton, the Train Bleu ensemble was both incisive and joyous in execution. The actors, William Ferguson (the Narrator), John Arnold (the Soldier) and Reed Armstrong (the Devil) were enthralling storytellers, the dancers (particularly Mr. Csiki) theatrically compelling. Jennifer Tipton’s lighting unobtrusively created a sense of shifting place and space. The only caveat? The production’s one-night stand. Bring it back!

A version of this review appeared in print on March 26, 2011, on page C5 of the New York edition.